
 

 

    

 

LEVEL: RECREATIONAL/PLAYER DEVELOPMENT  

CATEGORY: TACTICAL                                                                                                          At this level, players have little knowledge about positions/tactical progressions required in soccer players’ 
positions. Players have little knowledge about the importance of critical soccer movements such as moving 
to a space, creating different spaces & playing to a space. Players’ focus is to have fun & participate in an 
organized team. The creativity of the player on the field is very limited since players only understand two 
critical aspects of the sport (defending and attacking). 
At this level, the soccer player is not aware of the three fundamental components of skilled performance in 
Soccer Spatial and Game Awareness (Perception, Decision and Action). 

 Perception: the use of the senses to take in information from the game picture  

 Decision: the player will decide what course of action to take, based on the perceptual information  

 Action: the execution of a technique, movement or some other game action 
At this level, the soccer player has very limited idea of the importance of quick and correct Decision-Making. 
The soccer player is not aware of the three fundamental components of skilled performance in Decision- 
Making (Anticipation, Recognition & Reaction) 

 Anticipation: Understanding how you and your teammates play, and your ability to read and play 
the game tactically. 

 Recognition:  The Golden rule in recognition is “keep your head on a swivel!” In other words, 
develop the habit of continually scan the entire field. 

 Reaction:  Reaction is where steps one and two come together. Time equals space and space equals 
quality. 

In soccer, Players are faced with an endless series of problem-solving micro-moments during games. Soccer 
Creativity at this level is very limited. Players have a methodical/sequential way of thinking when 
encountering the following scenarios: 
Individual deception without the ball, body feints 

 Individual trickery with the ball, ball and body fakes 

 Ability to bend passes around defenders when there is no angle to play directly 

 Ability to bend runs and to check away to open space for oneself 

 Ability to use him/herself or others as decoy to open space for other teammates 

 Ability to view the space both on and off the ground as viable space to use 

 Ability to assess many options quickly 

 Ability to combine with others in an advanced way 

 Ability to think ahead and plan in advance in a strategic sense 



 

 

LEVEL: RECREATIONAL/PLAYER DEVELOPMENT  

CATEGORY: TECHNICAL                                                                                                     At this level, the soccer player demonstrate very little or not proficiency on the 10 Soccer Technical 
Fundamentals (Ball control, Passing, Receiving the ball, Running with the ball, Turning with the ball, 
Dribbling, Heading, Principles of attacking, Principles of defending, Understanding positions and formations) 
 
Ball Control 

 Be comfortable in possession of the ball using different areas of the foot - Be able to spin and 
change direction with the ball quickly - Be able to move the ball between their feet and the surfaces 
of their foot quickly and effectively 

Passing 

 Be able to pass the ball over short distances accurately in unopposed practices 
Receiving The Ball 

 Be able to receive the ball comfortably and secure control quickly when unopposed 
Running with the ball 

 Be able to run with the ball confidently with the intention of covering the ground quickly 
Turning with the ball 

 Be able to turn with the ball unopposed and move in a different direction of travel 
Dribbling 

 Be able to confidently dribble with the ball using different moves and different areas of the foot 

 Be able to dribble with the ball to take on and attack defenders 
Heading 

 Understand how to head the ball and be confident in heading the ball 
Principles of attacking 

 Understand the importance of creating space when in possession of the ball 

 Be able to shoot at goal confidently from various distances 
Principles of defending 

 Be able to apply pressure the player in possession of the ball 

 Be able to stop players from turning with the ball to play forward 
Understanding positions and formations 

 Have a basic understanding of positions on the field and responsibilities of the position 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

LEVEL: RECREATIONAL/PLAYER DEVELOPMENT  

CATEGORY:  PHYSICAL                                                                                                     Soccer is an incredible sport in which players of all sizes may rise to prominence, also augmenting its 
accessibility to everyone who wants to learn how to master the ball at their feet. At this level, the soccer 
player lacks physical characteristics/components of a soccer players such as Soccer Speed, Foot Speed, 
Explosiveness, Strength, Coordination/Body, Control, Balance & Endurance/Conditioning.   
Soccer Speed 

 Acceleration- A quick first step is achieved first through proper positioning, and second by 
generating enough power to accelerate you out of the positions you find yourself in. 

 Deceleration- They decelerate by allowing full foot to hit the ground (ankle in a dorsiflexed position 
– toe up as seen in the picture to the right) while the slower athletes will stay on the ball of the foot 
during a deceleration 

 Transition- This type of speed starts with having control of your body, understanding what the 
desired outcome of this movement needs to be, and pre-positioning yourself for success. For 
instance, if you wish to head a ball, you must track the ball’s trajectory, anticipate where it is going 
to be, adjust your path, speed, and angle of approach, survey your surroundings and then 
TRANSITION from linear movement to vertical movement with absolute precision. 

 Max Speed (Speed Endurance) - A player is able to maintain a max speed throughout a play.  
 
Explosiveness- Soccer features rapid changes in direction, quick movements, and plenty of sprinting, making 
leg and core strength integral to being an all-around, explosive player.  

LEVEL: RECREATIONAL/PLAYER DEVELOPMENT  

CATEGORY: PSYCHOLOGICAL                                                                                                Soccer psychology helps athletes develop confidence and focusing skills and is just as important as 
mastering the technical aspects of sport. At this level, the soccer players lacks psychological components of 
the sport such as mental game, mindset, or mental skills.  
At this level, the soccer player shows some or all of the following attitudes: 

 They are more relaxed and perform better in practice compared to games 

 They become upset if their performance isn’t perfect 

 They become distracted and anxious when others are watching 

 They are tense, feel anxious, or scared when they perform in competition 

 They limit their performance with strict expectations (“I MUST score 2 goals today”) 

 How they feel about themselves or their self-worth depends on their performance 

 They lose focus during crunch-time, overtime, or penalty kicks 

 They know they could play better if they had more confidence 

 They feel and have an attitude of being more worthy than other players on the field 

 They question the rules, procedures and practices of the coaching staff 

 They demonstrate leadership qualities on the field such as helping the coaching staff with 
equipment, direct practice routines (warm-ups) 



 

 

    

 

LEVEL: LOW INTERMEDIATE-INTERMEDIATE  

CATEGORY: TACTICAL                                                                                                          At this level, the soccer player demonstrates and shows adequate and sufficient knowledge about 
positions/tactical progressions required in soccer players’ positions. The soccer player has sufficient 
knowledge about the importance of critical soccer movements such as moving to a space, creating different 
spaces & playing to a space.  
At this level, the soccer player is aware and knowledgeable of the three fundamental components of skilled 
performance in Soccer Spatial and Game Awareness (Perception, Decision and Action). 

 Perception: the use of the senses to take in information from the game picture  

 Decision: the player will decide what course of action to take, based on the perceptual information  

 Action: the execution of a technique, movement or some other game action 
At this level, the soccer player adequate and significant idea of the importance of quick and correct 
Decision-Making. The soccer player is knowledgeable of the three fundamental components of skilled 
performance in Decision- Making (Anticipation, Recognition & Reaction) 

 Anticipation: Understanding how you and your teammates play, and your ability to read and play 
the game tactically. 

 Recognition:  The Golden rule in recognition is “keep your head on a swivel!” In other words, 
develop the habit of continually scan the entire field. 

 Reaction:  Reaction is where steps one and two come together. Time equals space and space equals 
quality. 

In soccer, Players are faced with an endless series of problem-solving micro-moments during games. Soccer 
Creativity at this level is adequate to perform at the level expected. Players are able to encounter and adapt 
to the following scenarios: 

 Individual trickery with the ball, ball and body fakes 

 Ability to bend passes around defenders when there is no angle to play directly 

 Ability to bend runs and to check away to open space for oneself 

 Ability to use him/herself or others as decoy to open space for other teammates 

 Ability to view the space both on and off the ground as viable space to use 

 Ability to assess many options quickly 

 Ability to combine with others in an advanced way 

 Ability to think ahead and plan in advance in a strategic sense 
 
 



 

 

LEVEL: LOW INTERMEDIATE-INTERMEDIATE  

CATEGORY: TECHNICAL                                                                                                     At this level, the soccer player is knowledgeable of the 10 Soccer Technical Fundamentals (Ball control, 
Passing, Receiving the ball, Running with the ball, Turning with the ball, Dribbling, Heading, Principles of 
attacking, Principles of defending, Understanding positions and formations) 
 
Ball Control 

 Be comfortable in possession of the ball using different areas of the foot - Be able to spin and 
change direction with the ball quickly - Be able to move the ball between their feet and the surfaces 
of their foot quickly and effectively 

Passing 

 Be able to pass the ball over short distances accurately in unopposed practices 
Receiving The Ball 

 Be able to receive the ball comfortably and secure control quickly when unopposed 
Running with the ball 

 Be able to run with the ball confidently with the intention of covering the ground quickly 
Turning with the ball 

 Be able to turn with the ball unopposed and move in a different direction of travel 
Dribbling 

 Be able to confidently dribble with the ball using different moves and different areas of the foot 

 Be able to dribble with the ball to take on and attack defenders 
Heading 

 Understand how to head the ball and be confident in heading the ball 
Principles of attacking 

 Understand the importance of creating space when in possession of the ball 

 Be able to shoot at goal confidently from various distances 
Principles of defending 

 Be able to apply pressure the player in possession of the ball 

 Be able to stop players from turning with the ball to play forward 
Understanding positions and formations 

 Have a basic understanding of positions on the field and responsibilities of the position 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

LEVEL: LOW INTERMEDIATE-INTERMEDIATE  

CATEGORY:  PHYSICAL                                                                                                     Soccer is an incredible sport in which players of all sizes may rise to prominence, also augmenting its 
accessibility to everyone who wants to learn how to master the ball at their feet. At this level, the soccer 
player has adequate ability and knowledgeable physical characteristics/components of a soccer players such 
as Soccer Speed, Foot Speed, Explosiveness, Strength, Coordination/Body, Control, Balance &  
Endurance/Conditioning.   
Soccer Speed 

 Acceleration- A quick first step is achieved first through proper positioning, and second by 
generating enough power to accelerate you out of the positions you find yourself in. 

 Deceleration- They decelerate by allowing full foot to hit the ground (ankle in a dorsiflexed position 
– toe up as seen in the picture to the right) while the slower athletes will stay on the ball of the foot 
during a deceleration 

 Transition- This type of speed starts with having control of your body, understanding what the 
desired outcome of this movement needs to be, and pre-positioning yourself for success. For 
instance, if you wish to head a ball, you must track the ball’s trajectory, anticipate where it is going 
to be, adjust your path, speed, and angle of approach, survey your surroundings and then 
TRANSITION from linear movement to vertical movement with absolute precision. 

 Max Speed (Speed Endurance) - A player is able to maintain a max speed throughout a play.  
Explosiveness- Soccer features rapid changes in direction, quick movements, and plenty of sprinting, 
making leg and core strength integral to being an all-around, explosive player.  

LEVEL: LOW INTERMEDIATE-INTERMEDIATE  

CATEGORY: PSYCHOLOGICAL                                                                                                Soccer psychology helps athletes develop confidence and focusing skills and is just as important as 
mastering the technical aspects of sport. At this level, the soccer players is knowledgeable of the 
psychological components of the sport such as mental game, mindset, or mental skills.  
At this level, the soccer player shows some or all of the following attitudes: 

 They are more relaxed and perform better in practice compared to games 

 They become upset if their performance isn’t perfect 

 They become distracted and anxious when others are watching 

 They are tense, feel anxious, or scared when they perform in competition 

 They limit their performance with strict expectations (“I MUST score 2 goals today”) 

 How they feel about themselves or their self-worth depends on their performance 

 They lose focus during crunch-time, overtime, or penalty kicks 

 They know they could play better if they had more confidence 

 They feel and have an attitude of being more worthy than other players on the field 

 They question the rules, procedures and practices of the coaching staff 

 They demonstrate leadership qualities on the field such as helping the coaching staff with 
equipment, direct practice routines (warm-ups 



 

 

    

 

LEVEL: UPPER INTERMEDIATE-COMPETITIVE  

CATEGORY: TACTICAL                                                                                                          At this level, players have sufficient to expert knowledge about positions/tactical progressions required in 
soccer players’ positions. Players are proficient about the importance of critical soccer movements such as 
moving to a space, creating different spaces & playing to a space. Players’ focus is to have fun & participate 
in an organized team. The creativity of the player on the field is proficient to outstanding since players only 
understand critical aspects of the sport. 
At this level, the soccer player is proficient-expert of the three fundamental components of skilled 
performance in Soccer Spatial and Game Awareness (Perception, Decision and Action). 

 Perception: the use of the senses to take in information from the game picture  

 Decision: the player will decide what course of action to take, based on the perceptual information  

 Action: the execution of a technique, movement or some other game action 
At this level, the soccer player has sufficient knowledge of the importance of quick and correct Decision-
Making. The soccer player is skillful/expert on the awareness of the three fundamental components of 
skilled performance in Decision- Making (Anticipation, Recognition & Reaction) 

 Anticipation: Understanding how you and your teammates play, and your ability to read and play 
the game tactically. 

 Recognition:  The Golden rule in recognition is “keep your head on a swivel!” In other words, 
develop the habit of continually scan the entire field. 

 Reaction:  Reaction is where steps one and two come together. Time equals space and space equals 
quality. 

In soccer, Players are faced with an endless series of problem-solving micro-moments during games. Soccer 
Creativity at this level is proficient. Players have a creative ways of thinking when encountering the 
following scenarios: 
Individual deception without the ball, body feints 

 Individual trickery with the ball, ball and body fakes 

 Ability to bend passes around defenders when there is no angle to play directly 

 Ability to bend runs and to check away to open space for oneself 

 Ability to use him/herself or others as decoy to open space for other teammates 

 Ability to view the space both on and off the ground as viable space to use 

 Ability to assess many options quickly 

 Ability to combine with others in an advanced way 

 Ability to think ahead and plan in advance in a strategic sense 



 

 

LEVEL: UPPER INTERMEDIATE-COMPETITIVE  

CATEGORY: TECHNICAL                                                                                                     At this level, the soccer player demonstrate not proficiency/expertise on the 10 Soccer Technical 
Fundamentals (Ball control, Passing, Receiving the ball, Running with the ball, Turning with the ball, 
Dribbling, Heading, Principles of attacking, Principles of defending, Understanding positions and formations) 
 
Ball Control 

 Be comfortable in possession of the ball using different areas of the foot - Be able to spin and 
change direction with the ball quickly - Be able to move the ball between their feet and the surfaces 
of their foot quickly and effectively 

Passing 

 Be able to pass the ball over short distances accurately in unopposed practices 
Receiving The Ball 

 Be able to receive the ball comfortably and secure control quickly when unopposed 
Running with the ball 

 Be able to run with the ball confidently with the intention of covering the ground quickly 
Turning with the ball 

 Be able to turn with the ball unopposed and move in a different direction of travel 
Dribbling 

 Be able to confidently dribble with the ball using different moves and different areas of the foot 

 Be able to dribble with the ball to take on and attack defenders 
Heading 

 Understand how to head the ball and be confident in heading the ball 
Principles of attacking 

 Understand the importance of creating space when in possession of the ball 

 Be able to shoot at goal confidently from various distances 
Principles of defending 

 Be able to apply pressure the player in possession of the ball 

 Be able to stop players from turning with the ball to play forward 
Understanding positions and formations 

 Have a basic understanding of positions on the field and responsibilities of the position 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

LEVEL: UPPER INTERMEDIATE-COMPETITIVE  

CATEGORY:  PHYSICAL                                                                                                     Soccer is an incredible sport in which players of all sizes may rise to prominence, also augmenting its 
accessibility to everyone who wants to learn how to master the ball at their feet. At this level, the soccer 
player demonstrate proficient/expertise on the physical characteristics/components of the soccer players 
such as Soccer Speed, Foot Speed, Explosiveness, Strength, Coordination/Body, Control, Balance & 
Endurance/Conditioning.   
Soccer Speed 

 Acceleration- A quick first step is achieved first through proper positioning, and second by 
generating enough power to accelerate you out of the positions you find yourself in. 

 Deceleration- They decelerate by allowing full foot to hit the ground (ankle in a dorsiflexed position 
– toe up as seen in the picture to the right) while the slower athletes will stay on the ball of the foot 
during a deceleration 

 Transition- This type of speed starts with having control of your body, understanding what the 
desired outcome of this movement needs to be, and pre-positioning yourself for success. For 
instance, if you wish to head a ball, you must track the ball’s trajectory, anticipate where it is going 
to be, adjust your path, speed, and angle of approach, survey your surroundings and then 
TRANSITION from linear movement to vertical movement with absolute precision. 

 Max Speed (Speed Endurance) - A player is able to maintain a max speed throughout a play.  
Explosiveness- Soccer features rapid changes in direction, quick movements, and plenty of sprinting, making 
leg and core strength integral to being an all-around, explosive player.  

LEVEL: UPPER INTERMEDIATE-COMPETITIVE  

CATEGORY: PSYCHOLOGICAL                                                                                                Soccer psychology helps athletes develop confidence and focusing skills and is just as important as 
mastering the technical aspects of sport. At this level, the soccer players lacks psychological components of 
the sport such as mental game, mindset, or mental skills.  
At this level, the soccer player shows some or all of the following attitudes: 

 They are more relaxed and perform better in practice and games 

 They become aware if their performance isn’t perfect and adjust 

 They can concentrate quickly and adapt to different game situations 

 They value their performance according to team effort 

 How they feel about themselves or their self-worth do not depend on their performance 

 They are concentrated during crunch-time, overtime, or penalty kicks 

 They show confidence on their work 

 They are team players 

 They accept and follow the rules, procedures and practices of the coaching staff 

 They demonstrate leadership qualities on the field such as helping the coaching staff with 
equipment, direct practice routines (warm-ups) 

 


